for λ e C* we define an action of the group C* oo in the spaces E{X) and D(X). It is clear that E{X) = © E i (X), where E l {X) is the finite-dimensional space of homogenous functions of degree i on X. We call an operator 3 e D(X) homogenous of degree i (i e Z) if b % {3) = V-Sb for all λ e C* (equivalent definition: 2b {E n {X)) C E n+i (X) for all n). We denote by D' the space of all such operators and set D\ = D' η D k .
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, where E l {X) is the finite-dimensional space of homogenous functions of degree i on X. We call an operator 3 e D(X) homogenous of degree i (i e Z) if b % {3) = V-Sb for all λ e C* (equivalent definition: 2b {E n {X)) C E n+i (X) for all n). We denote by D' the space of all such operators and set
i^-oo i--oo PROOF, a) Let 3 efl t .We define the operator 3^ in E{X) as follows: if/= E"(X), then 3™f = (S/)i n+i; (that is, the component of degree of homogeneity η + i of the function 3f ).
It is easy to verify that 3*·^ £ D k and therefore 3*-^ G D' k . Since any operator of order not exceeding k is defined by its values on the space
is not equal to 0 for finite i. , where iZK») e D a is a homogenous operator PROOF, a) follows from the fact that X is a normal manifold and that codim {θ} in X is greater than 1. Since X is an affine manifold, a) implies b).
Denote by 3\ the sheaf of germs of the differential operators 3 on X o of order not exceeding k that satisfy the condition [/, 3] = i3. Then By X we denote the sheaf of functions on X o that are homogenous of degree 1, and we set X = π*(%); X is a sheaf on X.
The following facts are easy to verify: 1°. X and Δ^ are sheaves of modules over the sheaf of rings Οχ.
2°. X is an invertible sheaf; Γ (Χ, X)^C 3 .
3° A' k = Δ°Θ Χ\ this isomorphism being consistent with the natural embeddings Δ^ -> A\ for / > k. The tangent sheaf on an elliptic curve X is known to be isomorphic to Οχ. We fix a certain non-zero global section k of &C. PROOF. Construct the maps ψ and ψ in a neighbourhood U C X. Let / be a global generating element of the sheaf N, and let A; be a local section over U of the sheaf σ, which becomes k e Γ(Χ, &£) under the map σι -> 3C.
4°. Set
Since the sequence 0 -» Ν ->· a x -» &C ->· 0 is exact, it follows that the restriction of a x to U is a free sheaf over Οχ with the generators / and k. Then σ η -^"(σι) is a free sheaf on t/ with the generators k*I n~'
(/ = 0, 1, ...,«). We define the maps φ and ψ by the formulae: φ{Γ) = /", ψ(Ρ/"-; ) = life <g> (£ Hl /"-'). It is easy to verify that the sequence (V n ) is exact. It is also clear that φ does not depend on the choice of k. Let us prove that ψ does not depend on the choice of k. In fact, let k be another section of the sheaf a 2 on U. Then k = k + fl, where / e Γ({7, Ο χ ),
So the exact sequence (F n ) is defined globally. It follows from the construction of the homomorphisms ψ and ψ that the diagram (1) is commutative. This proves Lemma 3.
We are interested in the spaces H°(X, o k ) = Γ(Χ, a k ) and IP(X, a k ). LEMMA 4. dimH°(X, σ,) = 1. PROOF. Every first-order operator 3 can be split uniquely into a sum 3) = / + 3', where / is the operator of multiplication by the function / = 3{i) and 3>' = 3 -/ is differentiation in the ring of functions. From this it follows that A° = a x ® Δ°. Since Γ(Ζ, Δ?) = C, we need only show that Γ(Χ, Δ?) is two-dimensional.
Let 3 e D\. Then 3)^f + 3', where / = 3 (1), and where / and 3 have the degree of homogeneity 0; in particular, / e C.
Let us prove that 3'-cl where c e C. Set /', ==25'^, /i = i25'a: 2 , f'-s -3'x 3 . Then // G f 1^) and we can extend them to linear functions fi on C 3 . The operator 3' coincides with 3 = /, --+ /, --+ f 3 --. 
